Omnilert
Gun Detect
Seamless Integration of Leading
AI Gun Detection and Full-Scale
Emergency Management

STOP GUN VIOLENCE BEFORE IT BEGINS
Omnilert Gun Detect is a comprehensive, preventative platform that combines innovative AI gun detection
with the industry’s leading emergency management service. Coupled with an organization’s own video
surveillance system, the result is a seamless, end-to-end solution that encompasses gun detection,
notification, engagement and full crisis management for a proactive response to gun violence.
Built on an open architecture, Omnilert Gun Detect offers complete interoperability with most security
camera and video monitoring installations, extending and enhancing investments in this existing hardware.
Unlike other solutions that merely provide weapon identification, Omnilert Gun Detect has a three-step
verification process that not only recognizes a gun but also behavior consistent with gun violence. When
a threat is present, the Omnilert system triggers an alert that sets the security team into action, along with
prescribed notification scenarios.
Omnilert Gun Detect delivers instant gun detection, near-zero false positives and the confidence that your
people, buildings and assets are protected.

UBIQUITOUS
COVERAGE

SPLIT-SECOND
DETECTION

IMMEDIATE
RESPONSE

• Gun Detect installed
on cameras

• Immediate gun
detection

• Security reviews
footage

• 24x7x365, Always-on
monitoring

• AI deems situation
a threat

• One-click activates
scenarios

• VMS/NVR systems
enhanced

• Alert triggered,
details relayed

• ENMS & external
components engaged

CRISIS
AVERTED

• Warnings received
• Two-way
communication set
• Harm avoided or
minimized

OMNILERT GUN DETECT CAPABILITIES:
Proactive, Preventative Surveillance:
• Instant Recognition — Identifies guns and gun threats, within seconds
• 24x7x365 Monitoring — Always on, always watching
• Ubiquitous Coverage — Monitors every camera and every angle
Next-Gen Technology:
• Artificial Intelligence (AI) — Identifies guns, and goes beyond other providers to identify
gun threats
• Near-Zero False Positives — AI and human validation ensures false positives are all but eliminated
Lower Costs, Better Safety:
• Improved Detection — Automation allows 100% analysis, no missed frames
• Extends Investment — Enhances value of existing video/camera safety solution
• Reduces Costs — Transfers surveillance task from man to machine
Comprehensive Platform, Easy to Use:
• Full Data — Location, activity, threat and real-time video
• One-Click Activation — Preplanned alert and emergency management strategy
• End-to-End Solution — Encompasses detection, notification, engagement and management
Seamless Integration:
• Open Platform — Enables interoperability with current security environments
• Unified Emergency Management — From gun detection to emergency messaging
and management

Over 2,500 organizations trust Omnilert’s leading edge technology, including:

Founded in 2004, Omnilert pioneered the emergency mass notification market and is the innovation leader
and trusted partner to thousands of institutions, including education, healthcare, manufacturing, private and
public sector organizations.
Omnilert is privately held and headquartered outside of Washington, DC.
Contact Us: 800.600.3911
Info@Omnilert.com
Omnilert.com

